Hidden wings
A New Kind of College

Hidden Wings nurtures the gifts
of young adults with autism so
that they may have full and
productive lives.

Most high school graduates with autism are illprepared to face the challenges of the world. Hidden
Wings is pioneering the development of a unique postsecondary school, or college, specifically designed for
those on the autistic spectrum.
The school is dedicated to the belief that everyone
on the autistic spectrum possesses extraordinary gifts,
or “Hidden Wings.”

Hidden Wings programs emphasize:
• rigorous exercise
• a predictable and loving environment
• intellectual stimulation based upon the unique gifts
of every student.
This brochure outlines some accomplishments to date.
For more information, please visit Hidden Wings at:
www.hiddenwings.org
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Unfurling the gifts of autism
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“I think I made my first friend”

Hidden Wings has launched a
path-breaking program to help young
adults who feel isolated from others
and who are put-off by high-pitched
sounds through connection with the
rhythms and sounds of drums.
Student explore percussion on
specialized drums donated by
premiere drum maker, Remo Belli.
Remo’s drums are designed to
produce a bandwidth that simulates a
heart beat.

This program is supported
through the generous and active
participation of legendary drummer,
Mickey Hart. Mickey has utilized
drumming to help those afflicted with
the limitations of aging, such as
Alzheimer’s and dementia. Now, in
partnership with Hidden Wings, he is
pioneering drumming as a way of
assisting young adults with autism.
Students who experience these
sounds and rhythms within the
Hidden Wings drum circles
seem to find new freedom of
expression. “I think I made my
first friend,” one student said
after his first drumming session.
Drum circles are helping Hidden
Wings students to develop
communication skills.
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Realizing the potential

Hidden Wings student, Andrew
Lennen, has published a book
entitled Kaze: The New Beginning. It
is about a young boy who is
different from other kids and who
embarks on a quest to find his
parents’ murderers and to combat
terror. Andrew is now working on a
second book using voice
recognition software, “Dragon.”

Jessica Beebe, another Hidden
Wings student, has published a
computer game called Adventure:
All in the Game to critical acclaim. In
it, she connects characters from
other adventure games together.
She has been working with a mentor
prominent at Disney to create
animated characters and stories.
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e
Here are some examples of th
award-winning work of Hidden
Wings student, Kevin Hosseini

Kevin Hosseini was chosen as the recipient of the 2011
International Naturally Autistic People Award for
“Community Achievement.” This ground-breaking event
demonstrated many strengths, talents and abilities of those
on the autistic spectrum. For more information about this
award, visit: www.naturallyautistic.com.

Mentorship from Hidden Wings instructor and
professional swimmer, Robb Kennedy, transformed another
Hidden Wings student into a serious athlete who is able to
compete against athletes from the U.S. and abroad in the
Santa Barbara triathlon.
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The art work of Hidden Wings students,
Katrina Gutierrez, Kevin Hosseini and JJ
Ballantine is featured in an exhibit at the
Faulker Gallery in Santa Barbara, CA,
May 3-31, 2012.

Imagine a better future
A College for Students with Autism
Experts endorse the Hidden Wings
Hidden Wings has achieved its
approach:
first goal of founding a new “schoolDarold Treffert, MD, the
without-walls” for young adults on the internationally recognized authority on
autistic spectrum. We offer a full range autism, has said that: “Hidden Wings”
of courses that combine best
is an apt title for a desperately
practices from existing schools and
needed, timely project. School and
programs with insights gained from
program availability for K-12 students
our own Hidden Wings community of
with autism ends abruptly with high
parents, advocates and professionals. school graduation and adulthood. Into
Small class size, multi-sensory
this regrettable vacuum comes a
learning, rigorous
program that
exercise, and
provides
technological
continued
support assist
opportunity for
“Hidden Wings is a place
our training in
experiencing
where young people with
social and life
greater selfskills.
worth,
autism can spread their
increased
Parents testify
wings. The world needs
socialization
to Hidden
and
more
many more such havens.”
Wings’ early
independence.
-Oliver Sacks, MD
success:
To my
• “Finally, a
knowledge
perspective
there is no
that makes
college in this
sense to me dealing with this
country or elsewhere that is designed
difficult challenge [autism] and help
uniquely for those on the autistic
for my son as he grows . . . Thank
spectrum. I heartily endorse the work
you for not abandoning our children
of Hidden Wings.”
as they grow toward adulthood.”
For more information, please
• “For the first time in a very long
contact Hidden Wings co-founders:
time, I feel my son belongs. No
explanations, no embarrassment, no
Rev. James Billington
hiding. He is welcomed and
Dr. Julia Julia Billington MD
accepted just as he is, wonderfully
and perfectly made.”
Hidden Wings
• “We believe this is surely a once-inP.O. Box 1912
a-lifetime opportunity for our
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
daughter! Hidden Wings has given
Tel: 805-705-3918
her this opportunity to move beyond
Email: Jim@hiddenwings.org
her disability and share her talent
with the world. We are incredibly
Website: www.hiddenwings.org
grateful.”

